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The burqa: the current debate
In 2018 Denmark bans the burqa Boris Johnson, 5 August 2018



Two garments: Burqa vs niqab
Burqa Niqab



Who else wears the burqa or niqab?
Jewish burqa-wearers Christian Coptic niqab-wearer (1918)



Also covered by French ban on face-coverings
Balaclavas Wedding veils



What is the position in the UK?

• Public wearing of the veil and burqa is perfectly legal.
• Schools are allowed to ban face veils
• Immigration staff can ask people to remove veils if 

only females are present.
• Courts can ask people to remove veils, but they 

should screen off others, including the court artists.
• BNP is the only party calling for a total ban.



The case against banning the burqa

•Johnson’s conclusion is that it is wrong to 
tell ‘a free-born adult woman what she may 
or may not wear, in a public place, when she 
is simply minding her own business’. 

•I agree: the presumption has to be that one 
may wear what one wishes, as long as it 
does not harm or offend anyone else. 



SAS v France (European Crt of Human Rights) 

•SAS v France ECHR 695 (1 July 2014)
•SAS is a French Muslim woman and wears a 
niqab of her own free will

•She is happy to show her face when undergoing 
security checks at the bank or airport and when 
necessary for identity checks.

•She challenged the ban in court, but lost.

https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#%7B%22itemid%22:%5B%22001-145466%22%5D%7D


France’s arguments for the burqa-ban

• The ban was needed to ensure “public safety”.
• Necessary to protect “the rights and freedoms of others” by ensuring 

“respect for the minimum set of values of an open and democratic 
society” (para 82). 

• Three particular values undermined by the wearing of the burqa: 
• respect for equality between men and women, 
• respect for human dignity, and
• respect for the minimum requirements of life in society (para 116).



My response to France’s arguments

• Safety can be ensured by making it the law that the veil has to be 
removed if requested by a police officer, or in banks and airports. 

• As for sexual equality: it could be an offence to force someone to 
wear a burqa, as Switzerland is considering, without its also being an 
offence to wear one voluntarily. If men and women freely choose to 
dress differently they shouldn’t be forced to dress in the same way.

• As for human dignity: it is an affront to the individual’s dignity to stop 
someone wearing a burqa if that is a genuine, freely chosen wish. 

• What about the minimum requirements of life in society, though?

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5896299/Switzerland-considers-making-illegal-force-woman-wear-burqa-niqab.html


Response of the European Crt Human Rights

• The ECtHR also rejected all the mentioned arguments from France, 
but accepted that the public wearing of the burqa was incompatible 
with the minimum requirements of life in society. 

• The Court found that because of the ‘important role in social 
interaction’ played by the face, and because ‘individuals who are 
present in places open to all may not wish to see practices or 
attitudes developing there which would fundamentally call into 
question the possibility of open interpersonal relationships’, it could 
accept that ‘the barrier raised against others by a veil concealing the 
face’ breached ‘the right of others to live in a space of socialisation 
which makes living together easier’ (para 122).



My response

• It’s easier to socialize with people whose faces one can see, but it’s 
not impossible to form relationships with those whose faces one can’t 
see.

• Blind people do it all the time.
• In addition, the concealment of the face is a matter of degree, and 

can be effected by large sunglasses, beards, and headgear designed 
to keep out the cold such as balaclavas, none of which produces an 
insuperable problem for socialization. 

• The French burqa ban affects individuals walking alone or with family 
to the mosque in situations where socialization is not really in view.  



The law on offence?
Offensive slogans No clothes at all



But offence is in the eye of the beholder

Andrea Guglieri and ‘a good physique’ Rocket scientist Matt Taylor’s shirt



Historical precedents in Britain
Dress Act 1746 bans highland dress 1571 Act orders wearing caps on Sundays



Conclusion

• We need strong arguments for a ban; these have not been given.
• History is against the banning of items of clothing.
• The burqa is not offensive in the way that the Hillsborough T-shirt is.
• The ban would be counter-productive:

• It would not liberate women; the burqa-wearers would simply stay indoors.
• It would not assist integration between burqa-wearers and others.
• It would not foster gratitude & loyalty to the UK among burqa-wearers.

• Considerations of short-term political expediency should not triumph 
over Britain’s rightly cherished tradition of freedom.
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